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Not So Great Expectations
Why Application Markets
Haven’t Failed Security

A

pplication markets have rapidly become
a widely popular mechanism for expanding the features and utility of mobile
devices such as cell phones. The cottage in-

dustries that sprung up around these markets serve millions of
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applications daily to a ready user
audience. Markets entice developers by placing low economic and
technical barriers to entry, thereby
fostering fast-paced innovation.
They streamline purchase and installation to serve even the most
casual users with ease. Simply put,
markets make producing and consuming applications easy.
Markets also present obvious security concerns—users are
trained to download applications
with impunity from a huge number of developers about which
they know little. Moreover, these
applications often request nearly
unfettered access to the data and
device interfaces (for example,
texting, voice-dialing, or GPS
location), which seems to invite
malicious applications and questionable functionality. Not surprisingly, such fears have been
substantiated. A recent discovery
of numerous applications sharing
GPS locations and other personal
information with online advertisers is just one example of dubious features found in market
applications. The public reaction
to these stories is often the same:
users and pundits decry markets

for their failure to properly vet
the applications or developers.
This underscores the widely held
expectation that security is the
market’s responsibility.
We argue that application
markets have not failed security;
rather, the failure is our expectation that they will do so. Markets
don’t claim to provide security.
In fact, making software secure is
fundamentally orthogonal to the
distribution method (market or
otherwise). Users expect security
because they fundamentally don’t
understand how markets work
and how security is achieved. We
discuss in depth why this is so
and ponder where it leaves us in
the future, positing several areas
where security enhancements can
be incorporated. We begin here
by discussing how markets work.
For the purpose of discussion,
we restrict ourselves to the two
dominant markets, Apple’s App
Store for the iPhone and other
iOS devices and Google’s Android
Market for Android phones and
devices. However, most observations we make throughout apply
equally to any application market,
regardless of the vendor.
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Application Markets
Publishing an application to a
market begins with a fee-based
developer registration. This serves
at least two purposes: it provides
a semi-verifiable developer name
for market listings, and it creates
a barrier to entry (albeit small).
In the latter case, the developer
fee (US$99 yearly for Apple and
US$25 one-time for Google)
forces a malicious developer to at
least go to the effort of acquiring a
fake credit card. When the developer is ready to publish an application, he or she uploads the binary
package using the market’s Web
interface. At this time, the developer also sets a price and assigns
a category (entertainment, financial, and so on) to present the application in the market interface.
Apple and Google have a dichotomy in vetting processes for
applications uploaded to their markets. Whereas the details of Apple’s application review are tightly
veiled, its response to the US Federal Communication Commission’s July 2009 inquiry sheds
some light:
Submitted applications undergo a rigorous review process
that tests for vulnerabilities
such as software bugs, instability on the iPhone platform,
and the use of unauthorized
protocols. Applications are also
reviewed to try to prevent privacy issues, safeguard children
from exposure to inappropriate
content, and avoid applications
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that degrade the core experience of the iPhone.1

Apple’s response also indicates
that at least two reviewers examine each application and that
95 percent of applications are approved within 14 days. In contrast, Google’s Android Market
has no formal review process.
Instead, it relies on Android’s security permission system and user
judgment. However, Google will
promptly take down applications
that don’t comply with its content policy (see www.android.
com/market/ter ms/developer
-content-policy.html), which covers intellectual property, offensive
material, and privacy violations.
Neither vetting process provides much security. Both Apple
and Google’s terms of service essentially say, “Thou shall not
submit malware,” and both have
reactive security procedures—that
is, when an insecure application
slips into the market (and it has
for both), it’s quickly removed on
discovery to minimize impact.
In fact, both Apple and Google
have a “kill switch” to remotely
remove applications downloaded from their markets. Google
recently publicly acknowledged
using the kill switch on an application in its market.

App Market Limits
Often, when someone discovers
a security problem in a marketdelivered application, the public
raises the same question: Why
didn’t the market check to make
sure the application was secure,
or ensure that it at least wasn’t
malware? The answer is unsatisfying—because it couldn’t. The
reasons the market can’t test for
security or malicious behavior are
as complex and multifaceted as security itself.
Accept that security is contextual and individualized. Each user
has a set of expectations about
what an application should and

could do. Should the application
be able to send an SMS message
to people in the address book? For
some, the answer is yes; for others,
it’s no. The definition of security
(and, implicitly, the behaviors to
look for during analysis) isn’t fixed
enough to articulate in any coherent way. Thus, markets don’t even
have an identifiable point of departure to begin application analysis.
Suppose for a moment that the
market could find some acceptable
definition for security that satisfied
at least some consumers. What
then? Identifying which behaviors
software can exhibit at runtime is
one of the great open challenges
in computer security. The software industry has vastly improved
testing and software development
processes but has no tools to discover what an application will do
once it’s installed. It’s further likely that proving anything nontrivial about how an application will
behave at runtime is likely impossible (that is, undecidable).
We might be tempted, as Android has, to simply let users define what rights an application
has—and thus limit risk to what
each user finds acceptable. Rights
assignment is a blunt instrument
that makes the user trade off usability with security. The meaning of rights and trade-offs in their
assignment are most often alien to
users, rendering the rights-acceptance process of no impact for unsophisticated or careless users.
Suppose further that somehow
we could identify a means to cer-

than simple analysis to each application is logistically impossible.
Simply put, the volume of applications prevents markets from doing
anything more than simple automated tests. Even then, interpreting
the results of automated certification requires substantial effort.
More fundamental questions are
at issue: Should application markets
make security decisions for consumers? Do they possess the right
knowledge or incentives to properly weigh utility and risk? Do they
even want that responsibility? The
answer to all these questions is—in
all likelihood—a qualified no. Just
as the grocery store can’t guarantee
the quality and safety of the food it
sells, markets can’t provide the security consumers desire.

Moving Forward
Despite these limitations, all hope
is not lost. Partial certification and
monitoring the hygiene of an application market can improve
overall security. However, these
techniques must be carefully incorporated to provide net value-add.
Automating certification tests
can handle the deluge of applications developers submit. Existing tools have been effectively
considered at various levels of
abstraction, including configuration settings, binaries, and source
code. While automated certification can’t practically address all
security concerns, it raises the
bar for what is considered acceptable. However, such market-level
certification requires a common

Markets and users must resist embracing the green light
fallacy—the desire for vendors to produce a “green light”
seal of security that does nothing more than make users
feel secure.
tify an application in an effective
way. Developers submit thousands
of applications to markets each
month. Applying anything more

definition for security. Agreeing on this definition is difficult
because, in many cases, one person’s privacy concern is another’s
www.computer.org/security
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desired feature. A potential solution is to push the ultimate decision policy to the device, letting
users choose from “paranoid”
and “normal” policies.
Continually monitoring and
evaluating market hygiene benefits all users. Apple and Google
have removed dangerous applications from their markets and even
remotely from phones. Thirdparty projects such as the App
Genome project (mylookout.com)
and Whatapp (whatapp.org) provide expert security ratings and
privacy reviews of applications.
Such services fill a valuable void.
Currently, the process of identifying bad applications is largely ad
hoc. Dynamic analysis techniques
such as taint tracking can make
this process easier and identify
more bad applications faster.
Finally, any market-level security fixes must still give users
some level of control. User control is Salter and Schroeder’s
seminal principle of psychological
acceptability applied to phones.
Users purchase phones and therefore feel entitled to administrate
them. Removing users from the
equation only encourages poor
security practices such as phone
“jail-breaking.” We’ve already
seen the iKee.B iPhone botnet exploit a vulnerability present only
in jailbroken iPhones.

M

arkets aren’t in the business
of security, nor can they be.
We must focus on developing platforms that prevent or detect malicious behavior, educating users,
vetting developers, and reducing
applications’ ability to abuse users,
networks, and data. Of course,
we’ve held the same goals for general system security for decades
with, at best, mixed results. Recent movements within the software and security communities,
such as the App Genome project,
offer hope, but much more effort
is needed.

Finally, markets and users
must resist embracing the green
light fallacy—the desire for vendors to produce a “green light”
seal of security that does nothing more than make users feel secure. Such security theater works
to undermine security not only
by propagating falsehoods but
also by implicitly removing the
consumer’s responsibility to be
vigilant. Users must accept that
markets can provide little more
than as-is guarantees about the
applications they support. Only
informed and cautious consumers
can avoid the pitfalls of bad applications. Thus, only by changing
user expectations can we hope to
combat malware in the new software world.
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